Give a Gift
Please join us in our efforts by giving a donation to Sirius Community Annual Fund. Your gift to our non-profit educational and intentional community helps in furthering our work in spiritual cultivation, eco-village sustainability and role-modeling for planetary healing. Each and every dollar from the hearts of our supporters—from YOU, is so deeply appreciated!

Last year, we had over $28,000 in annual fund giving! Thank you!! Because of you and your abundant generosity, we were able to continue and boost our work—that in a world facing major economic and ecological challenges—we know is now more important than ever!

your giving—your living makes a difference!

Share Your Story
How has Grace inspired you? At times it is the smallest thing that happens or comes our way that has the most impact, making a huge difference in our lives, or even redefining life as we know it. What is something simple, small, seemingly inconsequential, that was said or happened to you along the way that inspired you so deeply, to come from the bigger YOU, your essence, filling you with gratitude and a sense of grace?….Let us know…send us a story or two. Join in our Grace-inspired Campaign.

“We must not wish for the disappearance of our troubles but the grace to transform them.”
—Simone Weil

your gifts contribute to...
An experiment in loving, cooperative living & attunement.
A demonstration center of a more conscious way of life.
A place of hope and positive vision for the future!
A place where grace can grow.

sirius community ANNUAL FUND invites YOU!

December 21, 2015
Dear Friend of Sirius Community,
We are so grateful that you have been a part of building and sustaining Sirius community through the years. Though you may live far away or even just around the corner, we want you to know how much we appreciate you and all that you bring to making the world a better place and in being so grace-inspired!

Part of Sirius’ intention as a community is to inspire gratitude for those things often missed or overlooked in everyday living. And, to trust that whatever happens, it is Divinely guided. And, it is with this essence, we feel that every gift is...

“Grace inspired!”

Friends of Silence, June 2015

We must not wish for the disappearance of our troubles but the grace to transform them.
—Simone Weil